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Recent research shows that disaggregated datacenters (DDCs)
are practical and that DDC resource modularity will benefit
both users and operators. This paper explores the implications
of disaggregation on application fault tolerance. We expect
that resource failures in a DDC will be fine-grained because
resources will no longer fate-share. In this context, we look
at how DDCs can provide legacy applications with familiar
failure semantics and discuss fate sharing granularities that
are not available in existing datacenters. We argue that fate
sharing and failure mitigation should be programmable, specified by the application, and primarily implemented in the
SDN-based network.
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Figure 1: Simplified representation of a DDC.

them more complex. But, such legacy applications are not
disaggregation-aware, and should not be expected to handle
individual resource failures in a DDC. In a DDC with no fate
1 INTRODUCTION
sharing, what failures should and should not be exposed to apToday’s datacenters (DCs) are server-centric: users rent servers
plications? And, should failures that are visible to applications
with specific hardware capabilities tailored to their needs (e.g.,
be presented as VM failures, resource failures, or something
compute-intensive EC2 instances from Amazon). A disagelse? We believe that a key design choice for DDCs is the
gregated datacenter (DDC) disaggregates, or separates, the
granularity, or domain, of resource fate sharing. Figure 2
resources in a traditional DC into resource blades, with each
illustrates two fate sharing granularities that are appropriate
resource connected directly to an interconnect (Figure 1). We
for legacy applications: VM-level (complete fate sharing) and
use the term blade to describe a 1U server containing one
process-level (partial fate sharing).
resource type, and resource for an individual CPU, DIMM,
A DDC should not, however, merely emulate legacy fate
SSD, etc. in a blade.
sharing
models; DDCs offer a unique opportunity to design
The modularity of DDCs benefits both operators and users [20].
new
fault
tolerance approaches, including new fate sharing
By separating resources into blades, a DDC provides effimodels
(Figure
2). For example, a file system that prioritizes
ciency: the operator can upgrade specific hardware blades
strong
consistency
over availability may want to fate share
without impacting other resources types. Users also expea
CPU
resource
that
serializes operations with all but one
rience an efficiency win: in a DDC, a user can provision
SSD
resource.
This
system
will retain strong consistency
the exact amount of resources they require and dynamically
guarantees
even
if
the
serializing
mechanism fails by retaining
expand/shrink this set. This flexibility also increases DDC
a
single
(serializing)
SSD
resource,
and failing the other SSD
resource utilization.
resources.
We expect DDC designs to make it possible for resource
Considering a broad diversity of fate sharing models, we arfailures to no longer fate-share [14]. For example, a failure of
gue
that fate sharing granularity and failure mitigation should
a memory resource will not cause the failure of the CPU using
be
programmable,
allowing applications to choose the most
that memory resource. In a traditional DC, applications take
appropriate
fate
sharing
arrangement and recovery model.
on the responsibility of dealing with server failures, making
This failure programmability can be implemented in the
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Figure 2: The memory (top row) and CPU (bottom row) failure semantics on a fate-sharing spectrum in a DDC context.
A red slash denotes a failed resource. Red bolded boxes are fate-sharing failure(s) induced by the failed resource.
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handle a broad range of faults such as byzantine failures (these
must still be handled by the application). But we do argue
that, in line with the end-to-end principle, certain resource
faults can be more efficiently dealt with by the network.

2

BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS

Disaggregation can be partial or full. In partial disaggregation compute blades have a small amount of local memory,
memory and storage blades have CPUs, and a NIC is attached
to each resource. In full disaggregation each resource is independent and directly connected to the rack interconnect.
Current research focuses on the practicality of partial disaggregation [1, 20, 32, 33].
We consider partial disaggregation at rack-scale: an application is restricted to resources in one rack (e.g., a CPU
in rack1 cannot connect to a DIMM in rack2), and layer 1
provides connectivity. The disaggregated rack appears to the
client as a single machine through a virtualization layer. Applications can request a number of VMs to allocate among the
racks. Distributed applications might then run among several
disaggregated racks, while a single-machine application will
reside in one rack.

We only consider CPU and memory crash failures as these
are the easiest to reason about. We do not consider storage
(e.g., SSDs, NVMes) as it has different requirements. We
assume that individual resources can fail within a blade. For
example, a memory blade might consist of four 8GB DIMMs,
if one of the DIMMs fails, the rest will continue to operate.
A software defined networking (SDN) controller has a
global view of the network and can dynamically reconfigure
routing [19, 25, 41]. Both features are useful in managing
DDC resources. We assume that the controller and the switch
can be implemented such that the controller is notified of
new resources, the health of each resource, etc. Therefore, the
controller can collect information about each resource in the
rack. The dynamic flow rule changes will allow the network
to react to events, such as failures or resource additions.
To recover from failure the DC needs to detect the failure
before the application. On some fabrics failure detection can
be automated [23]. If the fabric does not support automatic detection, heartbeats can be used as in e.g., [8, 13]. This scheme
has been used in other SDN failure recovery work [31].

3

DDC FATE SHARING MODELS

We consider two types of fate sharing models: traditional
models expose failures present in traditional DCs, while nontraditional models only exist in DDCs. In this section we
detail two models from each category (Figure 2).
In our discussion we consider fate sharing separately from
fault tolerance, although in practice these are co-designed.
We believe it is instructive to consider this co-design from
the bottom up (Figure 3), with fate sharing (implemented in
the network) exposing a certain granularity, or failure domain,
to a fault tolerance mechanism that can reside at different,
higher, levels in the stack.

3.1

Traditional fate sharing models

Popular DC applications like Hadoop and Spark can recover
from server and process failures [17, 46]. DDCs can support

Fate sharing
Complete fate sharing Partial fate sharing Tainted fate sharing
No fate sharing
Fault tolerance
None
Mem repl.
None
Mem repl., CPU checkp.
Modularity
Low
Medium
High
High
Cost ($)
Traditional DC
Increased
Traditional DC
Increased
Complexity
Traditional DC
Traditional DC
Low
Low
App.
Availability
Traditional DC
Depends on app
Depends on app
High
Performance
Traditional DC
Improved
Slightly worse
Worse
Table 1: Trade-offs for four fate sharing granularities (Figure 2) instantiated with a particular fault tolerance scheme
relative to traditional DC baseline (mem repl. is memory replication and CPU checkp. is CPU checkpointing).

these and other legacy application with traditional fate sharing
models that emulate the failures that can occur in today’s DC:
VM failure and process failure. Table 1 summarizes the tradeoff comparison between these models. We will overview these
models and how SDN can be used to enforce them in a DDC.
3.1.1 Complete fate sharing. Today’s applications expect fate sharing between resources. Complete fate sharing
(Figure 2(a)) emulates this in a DDC as a VM failure: when a
resource becomes unreachable, it and the resources connected
to it are isolated.
Enforcing fate sharing. Using SDN to isolate failures has
been explored in previous work [31]. A complication for this
model is when other CPU blades in the VM instance are communicating with the failed CPU or an external device. These
other blades must fail along with the failed CPU and do so
before a different failure granularity is externally observable.
We believe that a key challenge for this model is providing
such atomic fate sharing.
Fault tolerance techniques. Previous work considers several strategies for high-availability (HA) VMs [11, 16], usually implemented without support from the network. Other
strategies from distributed systems fault tolerance work are
also applicable [9, 21, 42, 45]. If this model is instantiated
without fault tolerance, then the application observes failures
as VM failures.
Summary. Table 1 compares complete fate sharing with
no fault tolerance against a traditional DC along several dimensions. We think that single machine applications, such as
GraphLab [35], which do not require high availability benefit
the most from a complete fate sharing model. This model
provides failure semantics that match current application failure assumptions: full server failure. However, complete fate
sharing does not allow applications to take advantage of DDC
modularity, which reduces DDC benefits.
3.1.2 Partial fate sharing. Partial fate sharing (Figure 2(b)) exposes “process” failures to the application by
reducing the failure domain to just the CPU and its attached
memory. The main implementation decision in partial fate
sharing is the handling of memory failures, which can either fate share with the CPU or be transparently recovered.
Transparent recovery allows application to benefit from the
decoupling of memory and CPU, but has higher overhead.
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to Mem 2 traffic).
Both implementations require isolation of memory when the
corresponding CPU fails.
Enforcing fate sharing. To expose a process failure, the
system must atomically fail the memory corresponding to a
failed CPU. This ensures that no stale state persists after the
application observes the failure. As in complete fate sharing,
the controller will detect the CPU failure, and install switch
rules to block all traffic to and from the CPU and its corresponding memory (doing this atomically and consistently is,
again, the key challenge).
Fault tolerance techniques. Tolerating memory faults has
been considered in prior work on distributed shared memory
(DSM) [2, 15], remote memory systems [18, 22, 37], and
distributed file systems [21, 43].
These systems use logging and replication to tolerate remote memory failures. These prior approaches can be revisited and pushed into the network to provide transparent
memory fault tolerance. For example, we can implement a
RAID-style approach [38] by having the controller provision
replica memory resources to receive identical traffic from the
compute resource with port mirroring (previously used in network monitoring [39]). During normal operation (Figure 4(a)),
the switch mirrors all in-bound memory traffic to a replica.
Each memory resource acknowledges each operation and
the switch drops acknowledgments from the replica. When a
memory resource fails (Figure 4(b)), the switch reroutes to a
replica. While the replica is servicing requests, the controller
is notified of the failure and provisions a new replica and
bootstraps it with the data from the first replica.

The challenges of fault tolerant remote memory in prior
distributed systems work are directly relevant to DDCs. For
instance, some systems forgo fault tolerance because of performance overheads [28, 36]. Prior work has also attempted to
reduce overheads, e.g., with lightweight logging [15]. DDCs
encounter the same issues but at a larger scale since all memory accesses1 occur over the network. Another concern for
DDCs, which has been considered previously, is replication
cost. Log-based storage and replicas on secondary storage
(i.e., SSDs) [18, 37], are options to improve crash recovery
times and reduce this cost. Further investigation into how
prior remote memory fault tolerance designs can be ported to
DDCs and implemented in the network is necessary.
Summary. Table 1 compares partial fate sharing with memory replication to a traditional DC. The benefit of this model
is that it presents the application with familiar process failure
semantics and the option for in-network handling of memory
failures.
By elevating resource failures to process failures, partial
fate sharing reduces the number of failures other parts of
the stack must handle and, consequently, improves performance. Many existing applications handle process failures.
For example, MapReduce restarts completed map tasks after
server failure because the results are on disk [17]. With partial fate sharing, only the running tasks will appear as failed,
so MapReduce will only be exposed to task failures and not
restart completed tasks (in contrast with complete fate sharing). Applications with existing and custom fault tolerance
schemes benefit most from this model and will experience
fewer failures.

3.2

Non-traditional fate sharing models

Disaggregation expands fate sharing options compared to
a traditional DC. In particular, it makes new, dynamically
computed, fate sharing domains possible.
3.2.1 Tainted Fate Sharing. Consider the case where
CPU1 writes all zeros to a memory resource (Mem). CPU2
then does some computation and overwrites Mem with values. CPU1 fails, what should happen to Mem? If the memory
resource must fail with CPU1 , since CPU2 uses that memory,
CPU2 must also fail. This raises research questions around
how to determine the boundary at which the network enforces
fate sharing in a dynamic context.
One formulation of the boundary that can help in the above
scenario is fate sharing between tainted resources, or tainted
fate sharing (Figure 2(c)). This model fails a memory resource
only if it has not acknowledged the most recent write from
the failed CPU. In the case above, since CPU1 is not the most
recent write to Mem, Mem will continue to operate and the
failure domain will only include CPU1 . If CPU2 dies before
Mem acknowledges the write, then Mem will be included in
the failure domain. At this point, there is a decision, should
the system also fail CPU1 because it has used Mem in the past?
A yes answer can create a cascading failure. The application

will need to define a clear point where the “taint” will stop
persisting and recovery can happen.
Enforcing fate sharing. To enforce dynamic fate sharing,
the network must determine the failure domain once a resource fails. When a resource fails, the controller is notified
of the failure by the switch. The controller then computes the
failure domain (discussed in Section 4) and creates rules to
isolate all resources in that domain.
Fault tolerance techniques. Fate sharing models with dynamically computed domains require new fault tolerance techniques. In the above example, the scope of the fate sharing
domain varies based on the workload of the system (i.e., if
CPU1 touches every memory resource then all will fate share).
Therefore, the recovery scheme must also be dynamic, though
it can still build on existing techniques, such as checkpointing
(described in Section 3.2.2). In this case, the memory and
CPUs can be checkpointed and recovered by the network.
The tainted CPUs and memory will need to be rolled back to
a previous checkpoint and restarted.
Summary. Non-traditional fate sharing models are enticing because of their dynamically-determined failure domains.
The fault tolerance scheme could likewise be dynamic. This
flexibility allows for more expressive designs. But, the implications of dynamically-determined failure domains and
fault tolerance on performance, complexity, human error (i.e.,
poorly written failure domain code), are open questions that
must be investigated. Table 1 captures our attempt at analyzing these trade-offs.

3.2.2 No fate sharing. In a no fate sharing design (Figure 2(d)), the DDC has two options: recover from both memory and CPU failures transparently or expose these directly
to the application. We believe this choice should be made by
the application.
Enforcing fate sharing. The DDC plays a minimal role
in enforcing no fate sharing since this is the most natural
fate sharing model for disaggregation. The network enforces
isolation of the failed resource as in previous models, by
dropping all packets to and from the failed resource. The
network does, however, play a key role in recovery if the
application elects to have network-based fault tolerance.
Fault tolerance techniques. For this discussion, we assume the same memory failure recovery scheme as partial fate
sharing (Section 3.1.2). To recover from CPU failures, each
CPU will asynchronously checkpoint its state, such as the
program counter and registers, to a remote memory resource,
as in prior work on transparent checkpointing libraries [5, 12],
HA VMs [11, 16], and application checkpointing [42, 45].
In a partially disaggregated setting most remote memory
operations must traverse the network1 . In the case of local
memory data modification, we assume that the change will
eventually be paged out to remote memory as the local address
space is a cache. Therefore, the network can record a sequence
of operations that a CPU resource has performed by observing

its traffic. Certain metadata must be included in the packets,
such as the program counter and the running process.
Checkpointing state has been used in prior work. Transparent checkpointing libraries such as [5, 12] implement checkpointing protocols at the network layer (TCP) or message
passing layer (MPI). These solutions naturally integrate into
the network layer for disaggregation and can be improved
with more information about process state that traverses the
network in a DDC.
The combination of both memory and CPU failure recovery
at a lower level is similar to work on HA VMs [11, 16, 34],
which transparently handle failures for applications; however,
in a DDC context, the virtual layer would also be unaware of
the failure.
Summary. As compared to traditional DCs (Table 1) the
no fate sharing model allows the application to take full advantage of DDC modularity. The cost to applications depends
on how they handle resource failures (i.e., replication incurs
more cost for extra memory). For comparison Table 1 considers no fate sharing with complete recovery.
More broadly, no fate sharing with recovery obviates the
need to write and maintain application-specific fault tolerance
and recovery code. For example, HERD has no fault tolerance
scheme and cannot handle any type of crash failure [26]. If
it were to run in a no fate sharing DDC with recovery, it will
continue to operate in the case of failure because the network
transparently handles all recovery. This makes applications
less complex and more available. But it poses a challenge for
legacy applications that come with fault tolerance built-in.

4

PROGRAMMABLE FATE SHARING

We previously noted several applications that benefit from
a particular choice of a fate sharing model. For example,
MapReduce would perform better with partial fate sharing,
whereas HERD would perform better with no fate sharing
and in-network recovery. We argue that a fate sharing model
should not be chosen for the entire DDC. Instead, fate sharing
should be programmable and selected by the application. We
review a high-level workflow that describes one way this
programmability can work in practice:
(1) When a user provisions machines for an application,
they submit a partly compilable fate sharing specification (spec). This spec defines the kind of fate sharing
and failure mitigation the application expects from the
network.
(2) The spec is passed to the SDN controller, which uses it to
provision resources for the VMs and the fault tolerance
scheme, if any. The controller then compiles the spec and
installs it on the switch. The controller also adds basic
forwarding and failure detection rules that implement a
base DDC policy.
(3) The switch monitors the running application, when it
detects a failure it forwards the relevant information about
1 In partial disaggregation, memory accesses only traverse the network if local

memory is saturated. In full disaggregation, all accesses traverses network.

the failure to the controller. The controller determines the
correct fate sharing failure domain and installs proper
rules based on the spec.
The spec should be checked for basic correctness. But, a
more complex research question is to verify that the spec provides what the application expects (that the model in the spec
satisfies certain safety/liveness properties). This may build on
existing techniques for verifying network configurations [6]
and distributed systems with pluggable failure models [44].

4.1

Failure specification requirements

The fate sharing spec provides an interface between the switch,
controller, and application to describe the failure domain.
We propose that this spec should be written in a high-level
language which compiles down to a flexible protocol for
the switch. Flexible protocols and high-level languages for
switches exist [4, 10], so we do not discuss the details of the
language here, just the requirements of the spec.
Applications must provide enough information to the DDC
network for the network to enforce the chosen fate sharing
granularity. A key way to characterize fate sharing is the
failure domain for each resource: what other resources fail
when a particular resource fails.
The spec must define the behavior of both the controller
and the switch during three scenarios: monitoring, notification, and failure mitigation.
Passive application monitoring. Passive application monitoring defines what information must be collected during
normal execution to inform failure recovery. This portion of
the program must define a domain table, application protocol
headers, and context information. The domain table maps
a resource to context information. The program defines the
format for this table as well as the logic to match entries when
building a failure domain. The application headers expose application protocol information to the switch, which sends that
information to the controller. The context information contains what is necessary to determine the fate sharing domain
and, if required, carry out failure mitigation; this is highly
dependent on the application.
For example, the tainted fate sharing model described in
Section 3.2.1 will define the domain table to be a mapping
between CPU resources and used memory, with the time
the write started and the time the memory acknowledged a
completed write:
domain : {cpu_ip , memory_ip , start , ack}

The application protocol headers will expose the type of request to the switch (read or write). Based on the headers, the
switch will send the context information to the controller:
if (req. rtype == CPU && req.op == WRITE ):
ctl. notify (req.src , req.dst , req.tstamp , 0)
else if (req. rtype == MEMORY && req. request == ACK)
ctl. notify (req.src , req.dst , 0, req. tstamp )

The switch will continue to forward information to the controller, allowing it to keep track of the context information for

each resource. The controller will update each entry accordingly as it receives new information from the switch. In the
case of tainted fate sharing, this allows the controller to keep
a record of memory tainted by CPUs.
Application failure notification. The fate sharing spec can
also define notification semantics, e.g. [30]. Since the network already performs failure detection on resources, the
application can simply request to be notified of failure. This
eliminates the need for the application to write failure detection code. For example, the distributed memory system using
the tainting fate sharing spec may want to be notified about
memory failures so it can perform its own failure recovery. In
this case, it will add a notification action to the fate sharing
spec:

devices can also benefit from a reevaluation of fate sharing
and failure semantics.
What are the appropriate failure semantics for GPUs?
The failure semantics for GPUs can conform to the same
failure semantics as CPUs. But can it be more advantageous
to have more GPU-specific failure semantics and options?
GPUs have different performance and bottlenecks (such as
memory copying) than CPUs.
What are the appropriate failure semantics for storage?
Unlike volatile memory, data in storage persists after restart.
This requires different failure recovery schemes and complicates fate sharing. For example, applications often layer their
storage, and each layer might assume a different granularity
of fate sharing and use a distinct fault tolerance scheme.

Other failures. Our focus so far has been on crash failures,
but other failures must be considered and mitigated for DDCs
to be viable, particularly at scale.
What happens if the switch or the controller fails? Switch or
The controller will provide an API for notification (i.e., app.notify
controller failure will render the system inoperable (Figure 1).
call). The application will then listen for that notification on a
There has been research on switch fault tolerance in datacenpredetermined port.
ters [3, 24]. These techniques can be applied to DDCs. There
has also been work on fault tolerant controllers [7, 27, 29].
Active failure mitigation. When failure occurs, the active
Future research should consider how a controller can provide
failure mitigation portion of the program initiates. It defines
fault tolerance and itself remain fault tolerant.
how to generate a failure domain and what action to take. The
How to handle correlated failures? Programmable fate sharfailure domain is created by the controller by comparing every
ing offers an opportunity for the DDC to expose correlated
domain entry to the failed resource. The comparator function
failures more gracefully to applications. However, this places
determines if the domain entry should be considered a part of
a new burden on the application, which must now define a
the domain or not.
fate sharing domain and failure semantics under a variety of
In the tainted fate sharing example, the program will define
circumstances. This is a broad challenge to our proposal and
the failure domain to be the failed CPU and every memory
requires further research in tools, languages, and libraries that
the CPU wrote to before failure that has not acknowledged
lower the programmability complexity bar for applications.
the completed write:
def on_failure ():
if ( failure_resource . rtype == MEMORY ):
app. notify (" Memory " + i + " failure .")

def comparator (fResource , domain_entry ):
if ( fResource .src == domain_entry . cpu_ip ):
if ( fResource . tstamp < domain_entry .ack &&
fResource . tstamp > domain_entry . start ):
fDomain .add( domain_entry . memory_ip )

The mitigation action can either isolate the failed resources
(fDomain), for example by dropping all traffic to and from the
resource, or can be a program-defined action. The tainted
fate sharing example isolates the resources for CPU failure,
therefore it will drop packets for the match entry. When a
failure occurs, the controller adds all domain entries that match
to a domain list using the comparator function. For each IP
in the domain list, it creates a new rule which performs the
mitigation_action on the exact match.

5

OPEN RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Programmable fate sharing in DDCs opens up several directions for research.
Other resource types. We do not address other server components in this paper such as GPUs and storage devices. As
with CPU and memory we believe that in a DDC setting these

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

For DDCs to gain adoption they must provide usable notions
of fault tolerance to applications. DDCs can do this by transparently recovering from resource failures or by exposing
these to the application in a form that it can handle. We believe a key design criteria for DDCs to consider is the resource
fate sharing granularity.
To provide the full benefit of disaggregation to a range of
applications we argue that fate sharing granularity and failure
mitigation should be (1) programmable, allowing applications
to choose the most appropriate fate sharing arrangement and
recovery model, and (2) primarily implemented in the network. We hope that this paper will inspire further discussion
about failure abstractions in DDCs.
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